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TRENDS IN DAIRY:

FLATBREADS
Flatbread pizza has been an on-trend menu item over
cheese generally go hand in hand, it’s no surprise that
the past few years. It’s even showing growth on menus
a number of dairy products are featured in the top 10.
(up 4.4% over three years according to Technomic’s
Romano cheese, which leads the list, is a firm Italian
MenuMonitor), which is especially notable
cheese that is relatively mild in the cow’sconsidering many restaurant operators are
milk version but sharper and tangier in the
scaling back on the number of items
sheep’s- and goat’s-milk versions. Some
on their menus. One of the leading
operators are opting for grated Romano
growth avenues for flatbreads outside
cheese in place of standard mozzarella
The four fastest-growing dairy
of Italian/pizza restaurants is casualon flatbreads to differentiate. Other
ingredients on flatbreads are: *
dining sports bars and varied menu
dairy products in the top 10 include
❶ Romano
concepts, where customers often order
ranch dressing and sour cream, both
❷ Ranch Dressing
these items to share as appetizers or
of which are often used as a drizzle on
❸ Sour Cream
light entrees.
flatbreads.

Menu Stat

Because flatbreads can be topped with
a plethora of ingredients, they appeal to
a variety of diners. Here are some consumer
stats on flatbread pizza from Technomic’s 2016 Pizza
Consumer Trend Report:

❹ Mozzarella

•

More than a quarter of consumers (28%) would
consider ordering flatbread crust for pizza,
including almost a third of those age 18-34 (32%)

•

Thirty-seven percent of 18- to 34-year-olds would
like more restaurants to offer flatbread pizzas

•

One-fifth of consumers think flatbread pizzas are
typically higher in quality (20%) and taste better
(19%) than traditional pizzas

TRENDS IN
FLATBREAD TOPPINGS
The list of fastest-growing ingredients on flatbreads at
non-Italian/pizza casual-dining chains over three years
shows that operators are trying to think out of the
box when it comes to flatbreads. And since pizza and

Another trend extracted from the fastestgrowing list is ethnic variations. Operators
are using pico de gallo, sour cream and avocado
for a Latin twist, while scallions and carrot are often
the spotlight on Thai-inspired flatbreads.

FASTEST-GROWING
INGREDIENTS ON FLATBREADS
Romano
Scallions
Pico de Gallo
Banana Pepper
Olive Oil
Ranch Dressing
Sour Cream
Avocado
Garlic
Carrot

+114%
+91%
+57%
+43%
+43%
+36%
+29%
+26%
+26%
+25%

*Base: Q3 2013-Q3 2016, 682 menu items
at Non-Italian/Pizza CDRs
Source: Technomic, MenuMonitor
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OPPORTUNITIES
FOR FLATBREADS

Beyond Apps and Mains

OTHER TRENDS
TO WATCH
ADULT BEVERAGE INFLUENCES

1

Ling & Louie’s Whiskey BBQ Flatbread with
bourbon barbecue sauce and cheddar jack cheese

SWEET AND SAVORY FLAVOR COMBOS

2

Not Your Average Joe’s Butternut Squash
Flatbread with sage-pecan pesto, shaved Brussels
sprouts, caramelized onions, smoked mozzarella
cheese and balsamic reduction

PREMIUM CHEESES

3

Tommy Bahama’s Roasted Mushroom Flatbread
with Gruyere

REGIONAL SPINS

4

Chili’s California Grilled Chicken Flatbread
topped with applewood smoked bacon, tomato
sauce, Monterey Jack and mozzarella cheeses,
cilantro, pico de gallo, avocado and a drizzle of
roasted garlic aioli

DESSERT VARIATIONS

5

Modern Market’s Dessert Pizza topped with
whipped Greek yogurt drizzle
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Flatbread pizzas are typically starters and entrees at
lunch or dinner, but opportunities lie in other mealparts
and dayparts. Flatbread desserts, such as Ruby
Tuesday’s Apple Crumble Flatbread served with vanilla
bean ice cream, are notable mashup options,
and breakfast flatbreads topped with eggs and melted
cheese are innovative morning offerings. Some
operators are also promoting between-meal snacking,
in which mini flatbreads or larger, shareable flatbreads
are ideal for guests.

Dips and Drizzles
Dips or drizzles can add flavor and texture to flatbreads,
help differentiate and provide easy customization. And
housemade sauces are worth the effort: consumers will
associate flatbreads featuring sauces made in-house
with chef-crafted, high-quality fare.

The 18- to 34-Year-Old Consumer
More than any other age group, those aged between
18 and 34 years old are the most willing to order and
would most like to see more flatbreads at restaurants.
Focusing on the preferences of this consumer
demographic—such as ethnic flavors and unique
cheeses—is key when creating new flatbreads.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO SOURCE
CALIFORNIA DAIRY PRODUCTS, PLEASE CONTACT :

businessdevelopment@cmab.net
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